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Open Mind
advancedUnit 4: Grammar and vocabUlary test b

Vocabulary 

A Match the sentences.

0 I’m sure you’ll find a sofa you like here. e  

1 I’m sure Alice and Sam won’t drop out of uni.   

2 I’m sure the team stands a good chance  
of winning.  

3 I’m sure the band will make a loss on  
this concert.  

4 I’m sure the operation will be a success.  

5 I’m sure Aino could organise the meeting.  

a They’ve been practising really hard.
b They didn’t take the cost of the hall into account.
c They probably just need a bit of a break.
d They have several outstanding surgeons here.
e They stock a wide range of makes.
f They need someone with standing in the community.

B Which of the options are not likely 
collocations for the verbs? Choose A, B or C.

0 take something into
A comprehension
B account
C consideration

6 offer a broad range of
A courses
B alternatives
C universities

7 set
A a date
B a college
C goals

8 be faced with 
A problems
B peer pressure
C qualifications

9 get
A a chance
B a terrible mistake
C into debt

 10 drop out of
A a course
B university
C debt

C Complete the sentences with words and 
phrases related to stand.

0 I haven’t heard about the job I applied for, so I don’t 
know where  I stand at the moment.

 11 Parents really need to stand   and let 
older children make decisions for themselves.

 12 It stands to   that if you don’t study,  
you won’t do well in your exams.

 13 When there are so many people going for the same 
job, you need something to make your application 
stand   

 14 Janine has applied for the job, but I don’t think she 
stands a   of getting it.

 15 I’m sure we’ll fill the post easily. The    
of applicants was extremely high.

C Complete the sentences. Choose A, B or C.

0 The first Buddhist school in the city promises to 
provide an   education.
A upstanding
B outstanding
C out-stand

 16 It stands to   that people who have 
demonstrated that they can study hard at university 
make better employees.
A chance
B reason
C account
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Open Mind advanced

E Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the words from the box. There is one 
extra option.

where    outstanding    chance    account    

standard    get    stand    face

I’d certainly like to go to university and (0) get  

a degree, but the problem that I – and so many others – 

are (25)   with is that of funding. Tuition fees 

are just so expensive (and that doesn’t even take into  

(26)   the living expenses required!). 

My parents are very much of the opinion that I should 

take out a loan to cover both of those things and 

I’m sure from (27)   they are standing, that 

seems perfectly reasonable. But it does mean that in 

four years’ time, I’ll be starting my working life with 

considerable debts. The other major dilemma is where 

to study. The (28)   of education at the 

universities in my country is fairly poor, so I’d really 

prefer to go overseas but all the really (29)   

universities in other countries are completely 

unaffordable. Of course, it will all be worth it in the end. 

I (30)   a much better chance of getting a 

good job with a university degree under my belt.

Score   / 30

Grammar
A Which ending forms a correct mixed 
conditional sentence? Choose A, B or C.
0 If I was richer, I

A can buy a bigger house.
B had bought a bigger house.
C could have bought a bigger house.

1 I wouldn’t have become a waiter if
A I would have better qualifications.
B I had better qualifications.
C I have better qualifications.

2 If it wasn’t so far to your house, I
A had been to the party.
B will come to the party.
C may have come to the party.

 17 It’s debatable whether a university degree actually 
improves your social   in the end.
A standard
B stand
C standing

 18 Sadly, she   out of university in his second year.
A dropped
B fell
C flopped

 19 Institutions like these generally   a broader 
range of courses.
A make
B give
C offer

 20 If you’re to stand a   of competing in today’s job 
market, you need all the qualifications you can get.
A opportunity
B chance
C possibility

 21 If you’re thinking about going to university, you have 
to   into consideration what sort of loan you 
are prepared to take out.
A hold
B get
C take

 22 Anyone who is studying towards exams has to   
themselves goals.
A set
B make
C get

 23 This is one of the many   faced by students 
working towards a degree.
A opportunities
B advantages
C problems

 24 Melissa was an exceptionally gifted student.  
Of all the students in her year, she stood  .
A through
B up
C out
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Open Mind advanced

D Choose the correct words.
0 He said he’d dealt with Susan Lawrie, whoever / 

whatever that is.

 16 I’m sure you’ll make a success of it, wherever / 
whatever you end up.

 17 Ben is determined that he’ll get to university, 
whatever / however it takes.

 18 I don’t have any set hours at the school – I just help 
out however / whenever it’s needed.

 19 It’s really quite odd. Wherever / Whenever I go, 
I seem to see that woman.

 20 I never seem to revise enough, however / whatever 
hard I try.

 21 You’ll succeed whatever / wherever you end up doing.

E Tick (✓) the mixed conditional sentences.
0 If you weren’t so dedicated to your work, you 

wouldn’t have achieved all that you have. ✓

 22 If I hadn’t been awarded the research grant, 
I certainly wouldn’t have been able to  
continue with my studies.  

 23 If I’d studied maths in school, I’d have  
more job opportunities now.  

 24 Rebecca would be moving to Paris next  
month if she’d taken that job.  

 25 I’d be able to concentrate much better if  
I could get away from this noise.  

 26 If the university offered a broader range  
of courses, I’d have applied to study there.  

 27 If you hadn’t wasted so much of the day  
playing video games, you’d be free to  
go out this evening!  

 28 I wouldn’t have done so well at school  
if I hadn’t been taught so well.  

 29 If he’d tried a bit harder at school, he might  
have a better job now.  

 30 Of course, we’d all be absolutely delighted  
if she won the scholarship.  

Score   / 30

Total score   / 60

3 If they’d listened to the directions they were 
given, they
A wouldn’t be lost.
B didn’t get lost.
C won’t get lost.

4 My parents would be happier if
A I’d studied law.
B I will study law.
C I study law.

5 If you’d brought your wallet, we
A could buy some food.
B can buy some food.
C had bought some food.

B Complete the sentences with a relative 
pronoun ending in –ever.

0 I know you’re busy, but Ben and I can help you with 
whatever  you need to do.

6 I’m not working at the moment, so we can meet 
  you like.

7   wrote that letter must have been 
feeling very angry.

8 She’s a great teacher,   topic she’s 
talking about.

9 I’m going by train, but you can travel   
you like.

 10   I go, I always meet interesting people.

C There is one mistake in each sentence. 
Correct the mistakes.
0 Whoever gave you that present he was very generous.
 was

 11 She’ll never agree to help us, whoever they ask her. 
  

 12 In this restaurant, whatever you choose to eat are 
going to be delicious.

  

 13 You can eat less or exercise more, but losing weight 
is hard however doing it. 

  

 14 Whatever is the subject you choose, I’m sure you’ll 
enjoy the course. 

  

 15 You can stay with us whenever you like it. 
  


